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Background



Network File System

 A file system where the files are accessed over a network

 Potentially simultaneously by several computers

 Ideally, access to network file systems is user transparent

 Examples : NFS (for UNIX), CIFS (for Windows)



Problem Statement

 Network file systems cannot be used over slower WANs 

 Due to longer delay

 Less available bandwidth

 Existing Solutions

 Copy file to local machine, edit, then upload 

 Risks update conflicts

 Use remote login 

 Potentially large interactive delays



Idea

 Storage is cheap

 Clients can now cache their working set locally

 Files share lots of data

 Different files may share lots of the same data

 File changes are small

 Differences between versions of a file are usually small



LBFS



Overview of LBFS

 Client keeps all recently accessed files in its cache

 Have a large persistent file cache 

 LBFS exploits cross file similarities to reduce data transfers 
between client and server

 File server divides the file it stores into variable-size chunks

 Indexes these chunks by their hash values

 When transferring a file between the client and the server

 LBFS identifies the chunks the receiving side already has

 Only transmits the other chunks

 Provides close-to-open  consistency



Indexing

 Chunk Index 

 to recognize data chunks that we can avoid sending over the 
network

 Uses the SHA-1 hash function

 assuming collision resistance

 If client and server both have data chunks producing the same 
SHA-1 hash, 

 assume the two are really the same chunk

 avoid transferring its contents over the network



Reasonable Chunk Size

 Fixed Chunk Size

 Rsync

File X

File X after
one insertion 

 The Two file do not have a single bock in common

- Considers only two files
- Choice of F’ based on filename too simple

. emacs editor - foo à #foo# (auto-save)

. RCS - _1v22825 (temporary file)
- Sometimes F can best be reconstructed from chunks of multiple files



LBFS indexing solution

 Considers only non-overlapping chunks of files

 based on file contents, rather than on position within a file

 Avoids sensitivity to shifting offsets by setting chunk boundaries

 Insertion and deletion only affect surrounding chunks

 Breakpoint

 LBFS examines every (overlapping) 48-byte region of the file : 8K 
data chunk

 Using Rabin fingerprints

 enforce conditions on chunk size 

 Max: 64Kbytes / Min: 2Kbytes



Chunk Database

 Indexes each chunk by the first 64 bits of it’s SHA-1 hash value

 Maps 64-bit keys to <file, offset, count(size)> triples

 recompute hash before using any data chunk



Example : Chunks of a file

file data

48-byte breakpoint

edited by user 



Another way to look at it (I)

 Old File:

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth,

a new country, conceived in liberty,

and dedicated to the proposition that "all men are created 
equal."



Another way to look at it (II)

 New File:

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth,

upon this continent,
a new nation, conceived in liberty,

and dedicated to the proposition that "all men are created 
equal" 



Another way to look at it (III)

 Identify Chunks:

Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth,

upon this continent,
a new nation, conceived in liberty,

and dedicated to the proposition that "all men are created 
equal" 



Another way to look at it (IV)

 Send back to server the modified chunk:

upon this continent,
a new nation, conceived in liberty,

in compressed form



Protocol

 Based of NFS version 3 

 Extensions

: in order to exploit inter-file commonality during reads and writes

 Leases

- A limited lifetime (LBFS: default 1 min, server configurable) 

- A guarantee that server will not accept updates during lease lifetime 

without first notifying client

 Pipelining of RPC (remote procedure call) calls

 New RPCs not in NFS protocol 

- GETHASH, MKTMPFILE, TMPWRITE, CONDWRITE, COMMITTMP

 Compresses all RPC traffic using conventional Gzip compression



File Consistency (I)

 LBFS client performs whole file caching

 Read consistency

 When a user opens a file,

 if the file is not in the local cache 

or the cached version is not up to date, 

 the client fetches a new version from the server

 Write consistency

 When a process that has written a file closes it,

 the client writes the data back to the server



File Consistency (II)

 three-tiered scheme

 Whenever a client makes any RPC (remote procedure call) on 
a file, it gets back read lease on file

 When user opens file, 

(1) if lease is valid and file version up to date then open 
succeeds with no messages sent to server

 When user opens file, if lease has expired, clients gets new lease 
on the file & the file’s attributes from server

(2) If modification time has not changed client uses version 
from cache, 

(3) else it gets new contents from the server



File Read



File Write (I)

 Different then NFS, 

 NFS updates files at the server with each write

 LBFS updates them atomically at close time

 Uses temporary files

 Four new RPCs implement the writing protocol:

 MKTMPFILE(fd:temp file, fhandle:target file)

 TMPWRITE(fd, offset, count, data)

 CONDWRITE(fd, offset, count, sha_hash)

 COMMITTMP(fd, target_fhandle)



File Write (II)

Pipeline 1

Pipeline 2



Implementation

 Client and server run at user level.

 LBFS Client - Uses xfs, device driver of ARLA AFS clone

 xfs notifies the LBFS client whenever file opened, closed, written back

 LBFS informs xfs of the binding between files user opened and files in local 
cache

 xfs satisfies read and write requests directly from the cache

 LBFS Server - Accesses FS by pretending to be NFS client

 To build a system that could unobtrusively be install on an already system

 Chunk Index - uses B-tree from the BerkeleyDB package

 Client-Server communication done using RPCs over TCP



Evaluation

 1.4GHz Athlon, 256MB of RAM, 7,200 RPM 8.9 ms Seagate IDE drive

 Server

 FreeBSD 4.3

 Client

 OpenBSD 2.9

 AFS

 AFS server: openAFS 1.1.1 running on Linux 2.4.3

 AFS client: version of ARLA bundled with BSD, configured with a 
512MB cache

 For the Microsoft Word experiments 

 Office 2000 on a 900MHz IBM ThinkPad T22 laptop, 256MB of RAM, 
Windows 98, openafs 1.1.1 with a 400MB cache



Repeated data in files (I)

 LBFS’s content-based breakpoint chunking scheme reduces 
bandwidth only if different files or versions of the same file 
share common data

 Fortunately, this occurs relatively frequently in practice.



 Fig. 5
 Mean: 5.8K
 Median: 8750B
 11,379 suppressed by 2K / 75 inserted by 64K

 Fig. 6
 Smaller chunks yield somewhat greater commonality
 The increased cost of GETHASH/CONDWRITE traffic > the increased bandwidth savings

Repeated data in files (II)



Practical Workloads

 MSWord

 Open a 1.4MB Microsoft Word document

 Make some edits

 Then, measure the cost to save and close the file

 gcc

 Recompile emacs 20.7 from source

 ed

 Involves making a series of changes to the perl 5.6.0 source tree 
to transform it into perl 5.6.1



Bandwidth Utilization

 Caching and Writing at file close improves
 CIFS/NFS  AFS 

 a little bit the performance

 Compression saving
 AFS  Leases+Gzip

 LBFS’s chunking scheme
 Leases+Gzip  LBFS

  The major improvement is gained as a result of LBFS’s chunking scheme!



Application performance

 Most remarkable result is that LBFS on ADSL (1.5 Mb/s downstream and 384 
Kb/s upstream) beats NFS over 100 Mb/s LAN 



Various Bandwidth

 LBFS is least affected by a reduction in available network 
bandwidth, 

 LBFS reduces the read and write bandwidth required by the workload to 
the point where CPU and network latency

 not bandwidth



Conclusion



Summary

 LBFS is a network file system for low-bandwidth networks

 Saves bandwidth by exploiting commonality between files

 Breaks files into variable sized chunks based on contents

 Indexes file chunks by their hash value.

 Looks up chunks to reconstruct files that contain same data 
without sending that data over network.

 It consumes over an order of magnitude less bandwidth than 
traditional file systems

 Can unobtrusively be installed on already running network file 
system



Problems

 Close-to-Open Consistency

 You may silently loose your changes

 Would server blocking all but one client from writing be better?

 Trade-Off : CPU bottleneck vs. Network bottleneck

 how much extra CPU/disk load does this cause on the client and 
server?

 Scalability

 LBFS requires server to do non-trivial computation for each client 
file access

 Tests are in biased conditions



Thank You!!


